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ABSTRACT

2. TCD SIGNAL SIMULATION

The paper presents a new approa h to the estimation

Our model simulates the formation of the TCD signal.

of a maximum frequen y in the Trans ranial Doppler

We assume, that blood ows in the

signal. The neural network is trained to

and the blood ow velo ity depends on the distan e

al ulate the

maximum frequen y from other, easier to

al ulate

parameters of the signal. The new algorithm is

om-

from the vessel's

V (r) = Vmax

pared to two traditional algorithms of maximum frequen y estimation showing smaller mean-square estimation error, and better

orrelation between real and

estimated maximum frequen y even for poor SNR.

Trans ranial Doppler, maximum frequen y estimation, digital signal pro essing, neural networks

Trans ranial Doppler (TCD) is an important tool for

Vmax

neous maximum blood ow velo ity in one of

ere-

ere-

onditions as brain oedema,

erebral vasospasm or head injury [1℄. The maximum

k

is the

layers with thi kness

fi = fmax

thin

on-

The blood

and therefore reli-

All previously published methods of

fmax estimation [4℄, [5℄, [6℄ were based on theoreti al
predi tion of relationship between fmax and dierent
signal parameters, usually the power spe trum density fun tion.

 r k 

i
R

(2)

omponent originating from ea h layer is

Xi (t) = Ii

in neurosurgi al diagnosti s.
nature of the TCD signal [2℄,

1

0 < i < (N 1) and 2  k < 1, where
ri = (i + 0:5)r is the mean radius of the layer. The

able estimation of this parameter is of big importan e

[3℄ the estimation of its maximum frequen y is not



for

given by the formula:

The
tion

os(2fit) + Qi sin(2fi t)

(3)

Ii andpQi are
 random variables with the distribuN 0;  , where is the onstant oe ient

des ribing the intensity of ultrasound s attering, and

 = 2ri is proportional to the layer's volume.

the simulated TCD signal we sum

To get

ontributions from

all layers (in this work we have used 1000 layers) and
nally add a white noise to obtain the desired SNR

In this work we have proposed another approa h. We
use the neural network for approximation of unknown

fmax

with other, easy to esti-

mate, parameters of the TCD signal [7℄.
To train the neural network for

al ulation of the

value, we need a TCD signal with known pa-

rameters.

N

r = R=N .

from ea h layer is given by the following formula:

TCD signal

fmax

enter

oe ient des ribing the

(1), so the frequen y of the TCD signal originating

frequen y of TCD signal (

fun tion asso iating

(1)

R

is the blood ow velo ity in the

blood ow velo ity is proportional to the maximum

an easy task.

 r k 

atness of the blood ow velo ity prole. We have

erebral

arteries is an important way of examination of

Be ause of sto hasti

1

divided the blood stream in the vessel in

ontinuous monitoring of instanta-

fmax ),



ow velo ity in ea h layer is given by the equation

non-invasive investigation of blood ir ulation in

bral blood ow in su h

ording to the formula (1)

0 < r < R and 2  k < 1, where R is the vessel's

radius,

entri

1. INTRODUCTION

bral vessels. The

for

of the vessel, and

KEYWORDS

enter a

[2℄

ylindri al vessel

The only way to get su h a signal is to

simulate it with an appropriate model.

level.
For training and testing of the neural network, and
for

omparison with other traditional algorithms,

we have generated two sets of simulated signals. The
signals with length of 256 samples were generated for
100 dierent

fmax values from range [0:02fN ; 0:9fN ℄,
[0 dB; 10 dB℄ and
values of the k parameter from range

10 dierent SNR values from range
10 dierent

[2; 10℄  resulting in 10000 signals in ea h set.

The

(f )
max
max

(f )
max

B

.
A

fmax estimation.

Per entile method of

rst set was used for training of the neural networks,
and the se ond one for testing of neural and traditional algorithms.

3. THE REAL TCD SIGNALS
A set of real TCD signals have been re orded in patients and healthy volunteers, to allow testing of all
algorithms with the real signal.

The signals were

Fig. 2.

Fig. 3.

fN

Geometri al method of

Signal
prepro essing

Fig. 1.

fN

fmode fmax

Samples of the
TCD signal

fmax

f

fmax estimation.

fmax
Neural network

General idea of the neural network based

fmax estimation.

re orded on tape, and then digitized with sampling

fmax

frequen ies from 10 kHz to 22 kHz and with 16-bit

mation about

resolution.

lationships between dierent frequen y
are not

4. OTHER ALGORITHMS USED
FOR COMPARISON
We have

hosen two

f

value, as well as the phase re-

orrelated with

fmax .

omponents

Some simple opera-

tions (for example normalization), ne essary to remove su h superuous information, may be very di-

ommonly used methods of esti-

mation of maximum frequen y in the TCD signal: the

ult for neural network, and may lead to big

omplex-

ity of the network. Therefore we need to subje t the

per entile algorithm (with FFT based spe tral esti-

raw TCD signal to some kind of prepro essing, whi h

mation) and the geometri al algorithm (with 10th

will lter out as mu h needless information as pos-

order AR spe tral estimation), to

sible. The general idea of the neural network based

our new algorithm.
so

ompare them to

Both algorithms are based on

alled integrated power spe trum, dened by the

formula:

Z fx

(4)
 (fx) = G (f ) df
0
The max = (fN ) is equal to the total power of the

fN

signal (
In

the

is the Nyquist's frequen y).

per entile

frequen y

is

(f ) = max.

algorithm

dened

as

The

[5℄

the

the

maximum

frequen y

where

oe ient depends on SNR

of TCD signal and is typi ally

hosen from

[0:8; 0:9℄

range. The idea of this algorithm is explained in the
gure 1.

method is presented in the gure 3. In this work we
tested the following prepro essing methods:

 Normalized power spe trum (NPS) (128 samples)
 Normalized integrated power spe trum (IPS) (128
samples)

 Normalized auto orrelation fun tion (NAF) (10
samples)

 Parameters of the 10th order AR model (PAR)
 Ree tion oe ients of the 20th order AR model
(REFL)

6. ARCHITECTURE AND TRAINING OF THE NETWORK
In this work we have used the feed forward net-

In the geometri al algorithm [6℄ rst we nd the

works, whi h are well suited to the approximation of

frequen y

a fun tion. We have tested three dierent ar hite -

fmode ,

where the power density fun tion

rea hes its maximum.

Then we

onne t two points

in the plot of integrated power spe trum: A sponding to the

fN

fmode

and B -

orre-

orresponding to the

frequen y. The maximum frequen y

orresponds

to the point most distant from the AB line. The idea

tures:

 plain feed forward (FF) networks
 fun tional link (FL) networks
 as ade orrelation (CC) networks

of this algorithm is explained in the gure 2.

The rst experiments showed that it is impossible to

5. TCD SIGNAL PREPROCESSING

network with one hidden layer.

estimate the maximum frequen y using the neural
The raw signal samples
not ne essary for

fmax

ontain a lot of information
estimation. For example the

total power of the signal does not provide any infor-

Therefore we

on-

entrated on feed forward networks with two hidden layers.

We used two methods for determining

the proper size of the FF network.

In the rst ap-

Ar hite ture &
method
Plain FF, big net,
pruned after training
Plain FF, gradually
in reased
Cas ade orrelation
Fun tional link network
Table 1.

NPS

IPS

NAF

REFL

PAR

Unsu essful
training
Unsu essful
training
Not tested (too
many inputs)

Unsu essful
training
Unsu essful
training
Not tested (too
many inputs)

Good
results,
smallest net
Good
results,
medium net
Good results, network redu ed to
the plain FF net

Good
results,
smallest net
Good
results,
medium net
Good results, network redu ed to
the plain FF net

Good
results,
smallest net
Unsu essful training
Good results, two
produ t
inputs
used

Unsu essful
training

Unsu essful
training

Good
results,
largest net

Good
results,
largest net

Unsu
ing

essful train-

Results of training obtained for dierent ar hite tures, dierent prepro essing and training methods.

Traditional algorithms

Method

Corr. oes. between real, and estimated fmax
Mean-square estimation error for
testing set
Table 2.

Prepro essing

Neural network based algorithms

Per entile
= 0:7

Per entile
= 0:8

Per entile
= 0:9

Geometri al

norm.
auto orr.
fun tion

re.
oe. of AR
model

param.
of
AR
model

0.8991

0.7436

0.3982

0.5951

0.9944

0.9956

0.9947

0.0365

0.0254

0.0269



0.9872
0.1152

0.1920

0.2303

0.3361



0.0562

Comparison of neural and traditional algorithms based on the pro essing of test signal set.



Values marked with an asterisk ( ) are

al ulated after reje tion of obviously false, zero results given by

the geometri al algorithm.

proa h we trained the network whi h was apparently

produ t inputs, so nally we got just a plain FF net-

to big, and then, after su

work. The only ex eption was the network with PAR

essful training we pruned it

with "Non- ontributing Units" and "Skeletonization"
methods available in the SNNS pa kage [8℄.

prepro essing, where the produ t inputs

a21 and a1 a2

This

were preserved by the pruning algorithm. Results of

method gave the reasonable results only for the net-

training of networks with dierent ar hite tures are

works with NAF and REFL prepro essing.

summarized in the table 1.

In the

se ond method we started with the very small network and gradually in reased its hidden layers, learning and testing after ea h in rease.

This approa h

7. COMPARISON WITH TRADITIONAL ALGORITHMS

fmax

gave smaller networks, and additionally provided the

We estimated the

su

parameters, generated with model des ribed in the

essful training of the network with PAR prepro-

essing.

se tion 2., using the dierent estimation algorithms.

The next ar hite ture tested was the
lation (CC) network.
the

as ade

for test signals with known

as ade

orre-

The networks obtained with

orrelation algorithm were smaller than

standard FF networks obtained with the rst method,
but larger than FF networks given by the se ond approa h. Again, it was impossible to obtain the network estimating the

fmax

with NPS and IPS pre-

pro essing. Additionally the estimation error of network with PAR prepro essing started to in rease after
adding of 26th unit.

Then we
ror and

al ulated the mean-square estimation erorrelation

estimated

fmax .

in the table 2.

oe ient between the real and

The obtained results are presented
It

an be seen, that the neural al-

gorithms assure the best
tween real and estimated

orrelation

fmax

oe ient be-

values and the least

mean-square estimation error. Additionally we analysed the s atter plots of estimated versus real
entile algorithm gives too high

fmax

for poor SNR,

and the geometri al algorithm tends to give false near

fmax and poor SNR. No su

The last tested network's ar hite ture was the fun -

to zero results for higher

tional link (FL) network with produ t inputs.

anomalies were observed for neural algorithm.

ause using of produ t inputs

fmax

(three of them are presented in the gure 4). The per-

Be-

h

auses signi ant in-

rease of inputs' amount, testing was not performed

8. TESTING WITH REAL SIGNALS

for networks with NPS and IPS prepro essing. For all

When testing with the real TCD signals, we

three remaining kinds of prepro essing we a hieved

not

the reasonable results, however for NAF and REFL

the real

prepro essing the pruning algorithms redu ed the

only evaluate re onstru tion of the blood ow pulse

ompare the real and estimated

fmax

was unknown.

fmax,

ould

be ause

Therefore we

ould
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lini ally re orded TCD signal with dierent algorithms. X-axis: time

in se onds, Y-axis:

wave in the disturbed real signals. Sample results are

tions on Biomedi al Engineering, BME-27(2):61

shown in the gure 5. The tests performed with the

67, 1980.

real TCD signals have also proved that the neural
network based algorithm usually provides better estimate of

fmax

then other tested algorithms, and is

less sensitive to interferen e present in the signal.

[3℄ L. Y. L. Mo and R. S. C. Cobbold.
ti

A sto has-

model of the ba ks attered doppler ultrasound

from blood. IEEE Transa tions on Biomedi al
Engineering, BME-33(1):2027, 1986.

[4℄ T. D'Alessio. obje tive algorithm for maximum

9. CONCLUSIONS

frequen y estimation in doppler spe tral analy-

The neural network based algorithms presented in
this paper are very attra tive methods of estimation
the maximum frequen y in the TCD signal.

Their

Medi al & Biologi al Engineering & Computing, 23:6368, 1985.

sers.

[5℄ L. Y. L. Mo, L. C. M. Yun, and R. S. C. Cobbold.

main advantages are:

Comparison of four maximum frequen y estima-

 Good performan e even for poor SNR
 Small omputational omplexity
 Ease of implementation in the DSP pro essors, be-

& Biol., 14(5):355363, 1988.

ause the algorithm

ontains mainly additions and

multipli ations.

lows for easy implementation in systems with parallel
pro essing (ex ept of

as ade

orrelation networks).

The developed neural network based algorithms have
been implemented in a spe ialized PC extension

ard

with digital signal pro essor DSP 56002, and su

ess-

lini al pra ti e [9℄.

Ultrasound in Med.

[6℄ K. Marasek and A. Nowi ki. Comparison of the
performan e of three maximum doppler frequen y
estimators

oupled with dierent spe tral esti-

mation methods.

Additionally stru ture of feed forward networks al-

fully tested in

tors for doppler ultrasound.
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